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The product of a biblical studies colloquium (24–25 April 2014; Manchester and Sheffield), Scripture 
as Social Discourse brings together contributions from specialists in biblical studies and related 
areas. With an evident European affiliation (half of the contributors are from the United Kingdom), 
the collected work comprises an introduction and two sections of equal length (see the list of essays 
below). Three helpful indices—author, subject, and references—conclude the volume. 

In the introduction, coeditor Todd E. Klutz undertakes a twin task: (1) musing on some ways of 
integrating social-scientific generalizations with linguistic and literary particularities; and (2) 
presenting a prospective preview of the volume. As the latter readily grants succinct summaries of 
all fourteen chapters, the present review focuses on four chapters: two each (one, with a general 
scope and the other, specific) from the two sections. 

But first, a brief engagement with the introductory musing is in order. In a considerably long and 
“playfully” written piece (Klutz’s passion for basketball bookends here), the American philosopher 
Bloom looms large, particularly for his call that “all interesting generalization must proceed from 
the richest awareness of what is to be explained” (7). To this end, the way to pursue is said to be 
exegesis, an exegesis that attends not only to lexis, morphology, and syntax but also to relevant 
insights from the social sciences. As such, a commendable balancing act is called for, already at the 
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outset. As the chapters themselves unfold, such a balancing act plays out in a variety of ways. The 
same is helpfully conceded in the introduction itself (24).  

In the opening chapter, “Literary Historical Exegesis as a Social Science,” Philip R. Davies notes 
how, in contrast to the lacunae in both “biblical archaeology” and the surface reading of text, the 
late twentieth century saw archeology developing into social science and the turn in biblical studies 
to literary-historical criticism. While archaeologists search for large-scale (longue durée) processes 
(e.g., ethnicity queries), the biblical stories deal with individuals and discrete events. Each can 
benefit from the other when used complementarily. So, a competent historian ought to be 
accomplished in both archaeological and exegetical analyses or, in Davies’s parlance, a social 
scientist (33)!  

Like tells, texts are multilayered (33). For instance, a single act of inscription is a sum total of two 
constructions of meaning: the material production (e.g., ostracon) and the intangible expression 
of ideas. Together they prompt questions such as: Why tell this story? Why tell in this way? Why 
deploy this particular repertoire? Why introduce these details? Why tell it now? Social science can 
help adumbrate some answers to these queries.  

In her refreshing read, “Space and Memory in the Book of Leviticus,” Julia Rhyder aims to fill a 
scholarly-created chasm between ritual text and ritual praxis by employing social-scientific studies 
of memory and interdisciplinary research on ritual spaces—the latter, largely Lefebvrian. Rhyder 
suggests that the Sinai of Leviticus is primarily a site of memory (87), as, for instance, the spaces in 
the corpus are intentionally set in a distant past. Further, the rituals, which are the prerogatives of 
the priests, are given in all their details, thus availing the same to the public. This allows the reader, 
for example, to “follow” Aaron not merely up to the entrance but even to the most reserved of the 
spaces and imaginatively participate in the ritual (91). Such visualizations, suggests Rhyder, bring 
together imaginations of both the space and the ritual, creating the memory of the community. 

Although detailed, there is a notable absence in the description. In contrast to the ancient Near 
Eastern and the biblical presentation of patronage of building and/or provision for cultic sites by 
royal figures, the absence of a kingly figure in Leviticus is said to make a deliberate point. Rhyder 
reiterates that it is a priestly strategy of constructing memory of the cult as being sufficient in 
maintaining Israel’s social cohesion. She then goes on to note that the royal functions are now 
shared between YHWH, Moses, and the people themselves. It would be interesting to ask, 
conversely, how in this triad-sharing of kingly function the presentation of Moses might bespeak 
a differently imagined royal role, particularly in conversation with Danny Mathews (Royal Motifs 
in the Pentateuchal Portrayal of Moses, LHBOTS 571 [London: Bloomsbury T&T Clark, 2012]), 
who draws upon Hurowitz (whom Rhyder cites), and also given the overlap in the texts under 
consideration (Exod 25:1–31:18; 35:1–40:38; Lev 8–9 in Mathews; Exod 25–40 and Leviticus in 
Rhyder). 
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The second subsection opens with George J. Brooke’s general review of social-scientific works on 
the Dead Sea Scrolls, which he groups under five subdisciplines: sociology, anthropology, 
psychology, politics, and economics. Under sociology, Brooke notes the well-rehearsed view of 
Wilson’s typological categories of sectarian identity and calls for (pace Wilson’s later stance) 
refinement rather than reification of those categories by moving from sociology of sectarianism to 
theories of identity (e.g., Newsom). Within anthropology, he reiterates (1) a more-inclusive 
gender-focus; (2) study of rite and ritual, particularly the performative use of texts; (3) the concept 
of liminality, both spatial and temporal; and (4) how all these impact the idea of purity and 
impurity (Douglas and beyond). Although the Western notion of “individual” is different from 
that of the Scrolls and psychological biblical studies are still in their nascent stage, some remarkable 
works in psychology, especially through social psychology, are evidences to the vast research 
potential here. Under politics, in addition to the scholarly use of political history, Brooke posits 
the fruitful avenues that may be availed through political theories. Finally, concern—or, more 
properly, critique—of wealth (cf. the Damascus Document) might present a potential area for 
studies through economics, especially in relation to poverty and concern for the poor. In 
conclusion, Brooke appraises his survey as “very selective and rather piecemeal” (141). Such 
modesty notwithstanding, the chapter might prove fruitful, especially for students and scholars 
who look for socio-scientifically cued research niches. 

In “Saving Face in Galatia,” David S. Harvey situates face lexis (especially εὐπροσωπέω) in a wider 
semantic field of the ancient view of honor. Enlisting the preoccupation of Paul’s world with honor 
(e.g., honor in Cicero, glory in Horace, and δόξα in Dio Chrysostom), Harvey rightly notes the 
mercurial nature of honor and so the agonistic context of the ancient society where challenge and 
riposte unfolded in a continual sequence until one of the contending parties was reduced to 
nonresponse. As such, honor was exclusive and hierarchic. In Paul’s social world, face was taken 
to be the seat of honor. Hence, a good face meant gaining both public approval as “good for the 
group” and also improving one’s honor standing in relation to those within the group. With such 
a nuanced model of honor, Harvey returns to the final discourse in Galatian correspondence. Here 
Paul accuses his opponents of trying to improve their social standing by circumcising the Galatians. 
In contrast, Paul presents a value-neutralizing boast in the cross. The same gets reiterated in his 
two other face-discourses: (1) 1:15–17: the apostle’s new life in Christ enables him to be “unknown 
by face” (ἀγνοούµενος τῷ προσώπῳ; cf. 1:22);  (2) 2:6: Paul’s own disregard for honor is patterned 
after God’s (non)concern for human status (“God does not take face”). Through such a face-
rejecting theology, Harvey reiterates, Paul makes the agitators as God’s opponents because of their 
rejection of status-leveling implication of the cross. The same is said to be expressed in the 
distinction-abolishing text (3:26–28: Jew/Greek, slave/free person, male/female). It is worth probing, 
despite the repeated reference to inclusion (“all”) in 3:26–28, if this discourse might still bespeak 
an in-group identity-outlining comparison, although under a different criterion. 
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Overall, Scripture as Social Discourse is a valuable addition to the burgeoning field of social-
scientific reading of ancient texts—both biblical and beyond. Its value can be gained on multiple 
fronts. While contributions with broad scopes (Davies, Brooke) would help glean methodological 
merits and pitfalls, those with specific focuses (Rhyder, Harvey) are suggestive of the fresh insights 
that are possible through socially cued readings of select texts/themes. Either way, the volume has 
the promise to elicit dialectic conversations, as hoped for by the editors themselves (24).  
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